Dressed to the Nines

Where: Chef’s Office

1. Fictional character who wears a 10/6 tag

2. Where you might see several men wearing prison outfits and legirons

3. Part of a chemise that hangs below the back

4. What Tarzan wears

5. How a cowboy might walk if worn out from horseback riding

6. Revealing outfit

7. Wearing something in an obvious manner, showing off

8. Type of shoes that you shouldn't wear at a PETA rally

9. Item worn by an embalmer during the mummification process

10. Informal garment worn in one's residence

11. Pieces of cloth sewn together to form a quilt

12. Facial hair reportedly named for the general who wore them

13. Short lightweight item worn over a nightgown

14. After a shower, this might be the only thing worn

15. Any item worn for all to see

You run into a tailor trying to arrange fabrics and throw out unwanted material.